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VISUAL ELEMENT, METHOD AND SYSTEM

The present invention relates to a method for dis

playing a user interface comprising a number of elements

on which the user can focus his/her attention as desired.

Known from the international patent application

with publication number WO 2008/044916 of the same appli¬

cant as this document is a system for supplying image in¬

formation to local users by means of a plurality of indi-

vidual video streams on the basis of for instance a video

codec. For this purpose the images are generated on the

basis of for instance a plurality of individual applica

tions which are executed on a central server, on the basis

of which individual video streams are generated in the

central server. This patent application also comprises a

number of optimizations of this general principle. The

content of this patent application is deemed included in

this text by way of reference for the purpose of providing

a combined disclosure of all individual aspects of this

earlier application in combination with individual aspects

of this present application text.

Graphic user interfaces are becoming increasingly

richer and more complex. An element used to increasing ex¬

tent is a multimedia element, user element and animation

element. In such a user interface it is increasingly dif

ficult to distinguish a focus element within the over

whelming visual activity of all moving elements.

In order to provide a solution for such a user

problem the present invention relates to a method for dis-

playing a user interface comprising a number of elements

on which the user can focus his/her attention as desired,

comprising steps for:



- rendering elements which together form the

graphic user interface,

- distinguishing the element of the actual focus

of the user,

- providing a visual effect to be further rendered

in respect of the element of the actual focus,

- rendering the visual effect in the user inter

face, whereby the attention of the user is directed rela

tively easily to the element of the actual focus.

The user is assisted in finding the relevant focus

element in the commotion of the user interface by applying

such a visual effect.

In a first preferred embodiment the visual effect

in respect of the element of the actual focus is an in-

creased luminance and/or an increased light intensity in

the immediate surrounding area of the element of the actu

al focus. It hereby becomes possible to impart an overall,

directly recognizable distinctiveness relative to the rest

of the elements of the user interface in that the sur-

rounding area is brighter than the area surrounding the

other elements.

In a further preferred embodiment the visual ef

fect in respect of the element of the actual focus is an

increased luminance and/or an increased light intensity of

the element of the actual focus. It hereby becomes possi

ble to impart an overall, directly recognizable distinc

tiveness relative to the rest of the elements of the user

interface in that the element is brighter than the rest of

the elements. Alternatively, it is possible to reduce the

brightness of the other elements or the rest of the sur

rounding area. The visual result is similar.

In a further preferred embodiment the visual ef¬

fect in respect of the element of the actual focus is an



imitation of a number of lighting effects of a follow

spot, more preferably an illuminated circle as if the ele

ment and the immediate surrounding area are being illumi

nated by means of a follow spot, more preferably also com-

prising a light beam as if this originated from a follow

spot. On the screen it appears as follows. Extending from

a determined position at the edge of the screen is a beam

of brightness becoming steadily wider which ends at a cir

cular area of a higher luminance than the rest of the

graphic user interface. The beam and the circular area

provide the effect of a follow spot being filmed from the

rear of a hall. Such a visual effect is for instance ap

plied in animation films to imitate a follow spot.

The visual effect is more preferably displaced

from an element of the actual focus to a subsequent ele

ment of the actual focus on the basis of input by a user.

It hereby appears as if the user is operating a follow

spot .

In a further preferred embodiment the method is

applied as addition to a display algorithm of a selection

screen for selecting photos, video fragments or further

elements in a distributed video on-demand system, such as

comprising central servers for providing image infor

mation, such as television signals, graphic user interfac-

es and web interfaces.

The method is more preferably applied as addition

to a display algorithm of a selection screen for selecting

photos, video fragments or further elements in a computer

device such as a PC, multimedia device, media player, mo-

bile phone.

Alternatively, the method is applied as addition

to a display algorithm of a selection screen for selecting

photos, video fragments or further elements from a video



player, such as a DVD player, hard disk recorder, personal

video recorder, digital video recorder.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the

method is executed on a central server for the purpose of

displaying the graphic user interface on a television,

wherein the signals are received via a network, such as

the internet, by means of a set top box which is separate

or integrated into the television, the control signals are

transmitted from a control element such as a remote-

control of a user to the central server, and wherein the

central server converts the control signals to a change in

the actual focus. It becomes possible here to apply the

advantages of the new user interface according to the pre

sent invention in a distributed system, or a local system.

The elements on which the user can focus his/her

attention are more preferably elements of a web page dis

played by means of a web browser. It hereby becomes possi

ble to apply the advantages of easy recognition of the ac¬

tual element in web pages.

In order to determine the elements to be influ

enced by the visual effect by means of a script, all ele

ments to be rendered by the web browser, such as HTML ele

ments, are more preferably signalled and all signalled el

ements are preferably provided here with a shadow effect.

A shadow effect is more preferably created by

means of an X and Y shift which is predetermined or to be

further determined, preferably with attached filters such

as a Gaussian blur or a desaturation, for the purpose of

causing a shadow effect.

A further preferred embodiment comprises the meth¬

od steps of sending the graphic interface to a screen such

as a television or a computer monitor.



A further aspect according to the present inven

tion relates to a system for performing a method according

to the present invention. Such a system provides ad

vantages as described in the foregoing with reference to

the method.

Further advantages, features and details of the

present invention will be described in greater detail

hereinbelow on the basis of one or more preferred embodi

ments with reference to the accompanying figures.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of a

graphic user interface applying a preferred embodiment ac

cording to the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram of a further preferred

embodiment .

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of a further pre¬

ferred embodiment according to the present invention.

Fig. 1 shows a graphic user interface 1 wherein

sixteen small-display video streams 3 are shown on a back

ground 2 , The intention of this page of the graphic user

interface is that a user selects one of these sixteen vid

eo streams to display on the full screen. The display of

sixteen video streams involves an enormous graphic load

for the user, whereby this latter appears not very well

able to distinguish which has been selected.

According to the present preferred embodiment, an

element is therefore surrounded by an illuminated circle

4 , at least a circle whose background has a higher lumi

nance than the surrounding area .

The video information of the active element is

further displayed more brightly than the video information

of the other fifteen elements.



A shadow element is further provided whereby it

appears as if the selected image element is displayed in

raised manner relative to the rest of the page.

It is of course possible within the concept of the

present invention for individual options of the three

stated figures to per se form the scope of the invention.

Further visual effects can likewise form the scope of the

present invention.

Fig. 2 shows a method for imparting a focus or a

visual effect to an element of a graphic user interface.

The method begins at step 11. In step 12 is determined

which item on the page obtains the focus on the basis of

an action of the user. In step 13 is determined whether

this item is the first item with a focus for a visual ef-

feet. If this is not the case, the visual effect of the

preceding item is displaced to the item designated by the

user. The method continues in step 15 if in step 13 it has

been determined that there was no preceding item with the

visual effect. A visual effect is then imparted in step 15

to the item designated by the user. The method is subse¬

quently returned to step 12 or ends at step 16.

Fig. 3 shows a distributed system for video ren

dering in line with said patent publication WO

2008/044916. The content of this publication is expressly

deemed as wholly incorporated here. The system comprises a

module 21 at the user with a set top box and a TV. Situat

ed in the cloud is the system comprising the session man¬

ager 22, the compositor 23, the application server 24 and

the database with content information 25.

The information displayed on the television screen

is supplied to the user as a data stream from the system

in the cloud. On the basis of the stated instructions from

the user the stream is modified such that the visual ef-



feet is superimposed on the active element of the inter

face and therefore displayed on the TV.

The present invention has been described in the

foregoing on the basis of several preferred embodiment s.

Different aspects of different embodiments are deemed de

scribed in combination with each other, wherein all combi¬

nations which can be deemed by a skilled person in the

field as falling within the scope of the invention on the

basis of reading of this document are included. These pre-

ferred embodiments are not limitative for the scope of

protection of this document. The rights sought are defined

in the appended claims .



CLAIMS

1 . Method for displaying a user interface compris¬

ing a number of elements on which the user can focus

his/her attention as desired, comprising steps for:

- rendering elements which together form the

graphic user interface,

- distinguishing the element of the actual focus

of the user,

- providing a visual effect to be further rendered

in respect of the element of the actual focus,

- rendering the visual effect in the user inter¬

face, whereby the attention of the user is directed rela¬

tively easily to the element of the actual focus

2 . Method as claimed in claim 1 , wherein the visu

al effect in respect of the element of the actual focus is

an increased luminance and/or an increased light intensity

in the immediate surrounding area of the element of the

actual focus .

3 . Method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 , wherein the

visual effect in respect of the element of the actual fo

cus is an increased luminance and/or an increased light

intensity of the element of the actual focus.

4. Method as claimed in one or more of the forego

ing claims, wherein the visual effect in respect of the

element of the actual focus is an imitation of one or more

lighting effects of a follow spot, more preferably an il

luminated circle as if the element and the immediate sur¬

rounding area are being illuminated by means of a follow



spot, more preferably also comprising a light beam as if

this originated from a follow spot.

5 . Method as claimed in one or more of the forego¬

ing claims, wherein the visual effect is displaced from an

element of the actual focus to a subsequent element of the

actual focus on the basis of input by a user.

6 . Method as claimed in one or more of the forego

ing claims, which is applied as addition to a display al

gorithm of a selection screen for selecting photos, video

fragments or further elements in a distributed video on-

demand system, such as comprising central servers for

providing image information, such as television signals,

graphic user interfaces and web interfaces.

7 . Method as claimed in one or more of the forego-

ing claims, which is applied as addition to a display al-

gorithm of a selection screen for selecting photos, video

fragments or further elements in a computer device such as

a PC, multimedia device, medi a player, mobile phone.

8 . Method as claimed in one or more of the forego

ing claims, which is applied as addition to a display al

gorithm of a selection screen for selecting photos, video

fragments or further elements from a video player, such as

a DVD player, hard disk recorder, personal video recorder,

digital video recorder.

9 . Method as claimed in one or more of the forego

ing claims, wherein the method is executed on a central

server for the purpose of displaying the graphic user in

terface on a television, wherein the signals are received



via a network, such as the internet, by means of a set top

box which is separate or integrated into the television,

the control signals are transmitted from a control element

such as a remote-control of a user to the central server,

and wherein the central server converts the control sig

nals to a change in the actual focus .

10. Method as claimed in one or more of the fore¬

going claims, wherein the elements on which the user can

focus his/her attention are elements of a web page dis¬

played by means of a web browser.

11. Method as claimed in claim 10, wherein in or¬

der to determine the elements to be influenced by the vis

ual effect by means of a script, all elements to be ren

dered by the web browser, such as HTML elements, are sig¬

nalled and all signalled elements are preferably provided

here with a shadow effect.

12. Method as claimed in claim 11, wherein a shad

ow effect is created by means of an X and Y shift which is

predetermined or to be further determined, preferably with

attached filters such as a Gaussian blur or a desatura-

tion, for the purpose of causing a shadow effect.

13. Method as claimed in one or more of the fore

going claims, comprising steps for sending the graphic in

terface to a screen such as a television or a computer

monitor .

14. System for performing a method as claimed in

one or more of the foregoing claims.
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